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Top Story 
Following the Fish: Where the Catch Goes 
and Why It Matters 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

August 1-3 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Summer Meeting, Alexandria, VA 

August 8-10 
Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council 
Meeting, Philadelphia, PA 

August 10-11 
R/V Gloria Michelle Outreach 
Fan Pier, Boston 

August 12 
Woods Hole Science Stroll (Open House - 
NEFSC's Woods Hole Laboratory) 

September 11-15 
Groundfish Operational Assessment Peer 
Review, Woods Hole MA 

September 18-21 
ICES Annual Science Conference, 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

October 12 
Regional Association for Research on the 
Gulf of Maine (RARGOM) Annual Science 
Meeting, Portland, ME 

January 17-18, 2018 
9th Atlantic Salmon Ecosystem Forum 
UMaine, Orono, ME 

The supply chain for sea scallops (left) and groundfish (right). Photo credit: NOAA Fisheries/
NEFSC Social Sciences. Larger versions are available via the story link below. 

As the public becomes more interested in where the food they eat comes from, 
NEFSC’s social scientists have followed the fishery supply chain from harvest to its 
final destination. They looked at where fish and other seafood are caught, where they 
go after they are landed, how they get there, and what they are used for. 

"Following the fish" means following a route that can be local, regional, national or 
international, depending on the species. It leads to a better understanding of the 
sustainability of regional fisheries and their social, economic and cultural relationships. 

Current and historical Information about each fishery, the gear types used, its 
supply chain, emerging markets, and how the information was gathered and from 
whom were included in a summary of each fishery along with a map of its supply 
chain. The only exception was American lobster, due to a lack of the kind of data that 
were available for the other fisheries. 

This research is ongoing and is part of a larger body of work which includes a 
paper published earlier this year in the journal Agriculture and Food Security on better 
integration of policies related to fisheries management, aquaculture and public health 
to support sustainable domestic seafood production and improve American's access to 
healthy seafood. More here: 
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/fish-flow/
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Marine debris includes bottlecaps and small pieces 
of plastic from a variety of sources. When broken 
down over time by waves and sunlight, these tiny 
pieces become microplastics, less than 1/5th of an 
inch in size.  Fish and shellfish can ingest them, 
with negative consequences. Photo courtesy 
NOAA Marine Debris Program 

Large colonies of bubblegum corals were 
observed on the walls of Corsair Canyon in 
2014. Scientists have been seeing similar corals 
in early dives in June 2017 in the Gulf of Maine. 
Image courtesy of 2014 Bigelow-ROPOS US- 
Canada Gulf of Maine Collaboration. 

From Beaches to the Bottom of the Sea, Microplastics are 
Everywhere 
Each year, millions of tons of plastic debris, from water bottles to fishing nets, 
plastic bags and anything else made of plastic, enters the ocean as marine debris 
through beach littering, road runoff, sewage, and illegal dumping. Microplastics, 
defined as pieces of plastic less than 5 millimeters in size (less than 1/5th of an 
inch), are everywhere - in the sediments and in the water column, on beaches and 
in the deep sea. Some microplastics are manufactured at that small size as 
microbeads for use in cosmetics, toothpaste and facial scrubs, or made as 
microfibers in synthetic items such as fleece or rope. Others come from larger 
pieces of plastic that are broken down over time by waves and sunlight into smaller 
fragments. Marine animals, from shellfish and fish to larger marine mammals, 
ingest them through the water or eat prey that contains them. The impact can be 
serious, affecting an animal's feeding and reproduction. NEFSC researchers study 
the impact of chemicals in the marine environment, using analytical tools like gas 
chromatography and mass spectrometry with the addition of pyrolysis, a technique 
known as Pyr-GC/MS, to look much more closely at the chemical components of 
plastic pollution. It’s a detective story, as they identify different types of polymers, 
how they change over time, and where they may have come from before they are 
found in fish and shellfish and in marine sediments. More here: 
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/microplastics/ 

Science Shorts 
US-Canadian Scientists Explore Northeast Shelf Canyons, Gulf of Maine for Corals 
Researchers spent 14 days at sea in June aboard the NOAA Ship Henry B. Bigelow 
exploring canyons and slope habitats off the Northeast Shelf and in the Gulf of 
Maine with the Canadian remotely operated vehicle ROPOS, short for Remotely 
Operated Platform for Ocean Science. Their goal: to survey and investigate known 
or suspected deep-water coral habitats off the coast of the northeastern US and 
Canada, map the seafloor where data are missing or incomplete, explore and 
photograph new areas, and collect samples of corals and other biological life for 
age, taxonomic and genetic studies. Live video was broadcast from the seafloor 
during the first part of the cruise. More here: 
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/ropos-2017/ 

Finding Impacts of Changing Ocean Chemistry on Fish and Shellfish 
Increased levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere from the burning of 
fossil fuels and land use changes means more CO2 is being absorbed by seawater, 
where it undergoes chemical reactions, reducing the pH level and making the ocean 
more acidic. That impacts fish, shellfish and other animals that need calcium 
carbonate to build their shells and coral skeletons. NEFSC researchers at the Sandy 
Hook Laboratory have found that the fertilization rate and survival to hatching of 
summer flounder decrease with rising ocean acidity. Further, although the size of 
larval summer flounder was modestly affected by OA, the timing of when a 
flounder’s eye migrates and the larva metamorphoses into a juvenile and relocates 
from shelf to estuarine habitats is accelerated by increased ocean acidity. The 
Milford Laboratory is also conducting studies to determine the impacts of OA on the 
physiology of marine animals, from plankton and zooplankton - tiny plants and 
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animals at the base of the marine food chain - to oysters, clams, and mussels. More 
here: https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/ocean- 
acidification/ 

Launch of the first two drifters from the Grand 
Manan ferry on May 25. The surface drifter has sails 
decorated by several Maine schools. The black 
drogue drifter was launched first. Watch a video of 
the launch. Photo and video credit: Cassie 
Stymiest, Gulf of Maine Lobster Foundation. 

Drifters May Help Improve Regional Harmful Algal Bloom Forecasts in Gulf of Maine 
Every few weeks starting in late May 2017 until the end of July, a pair of ocean 
drifters, one surface and one deeper, will be deployed from a ferry north of Grand 
Manan Island in the Bay of Fundy. Both will be tracked as part of a project to 
monitor the flow of water in and out of the bay and perhaps into the Gulf of Maine, 
providing insight into harmful algal blooms in the Gulf of Maine. The goal of this 
project is to better understand the role of the Bay of Fundy gyre, a large system of 
circular currents formed by global wind patterns and forces created by Earth’s 
rotation, in regulating blooms of Alexandrium fundyense in the region. The resting 
stages of the organism, known as cysts, are abundant in sediments underlying the 
Bay of Fundy gyre. When conditions are right, the cysts germinate and swim upward 
into well-lit surface waters, where the gyre retains them and they grow and mature. 
More here: https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/drifters- 
hab/ 

Turtle Team Sets One-Day Record for Tagging Loggerhead Turtles 
Sixteen loggerhead sea turtles were sampled and tagged during a May 15-19 
cruise to the Mid-Atlantic area off Cape Hatteras, North Carolina and offshore into 
the Gulf Stream. NOAA Fisheries researchers and their colleagues hoped to 
capture animals at the start of their migration north as ocean waters warm. Since 
2009, approximately 165 loggerheads have been tagged in the Mid-Atlantic during 
this project. Many of the tagged turtles can be tracked on the NEFSC’s turtle 
tagging web site. The work is intended to learn more about loggerhead turtle 
movements and behavior. The team included researchers from the Coonamessett 
Farm Foundation (CFF) in East Falmouth, Mass., the NEFSC in Woods Hole, and the 
captain and crew aboard the F/V Kathy Ann, based in Barneget Light, New Jersey. 
More here: 
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/press_release/pr2017/features/loggerhead-tagging- 
2017/ 

New on the NEFSC Website 
The 2017 Groundfish Operational Assessments for 20 stocks are on track for peer 
review in September. For details on the assessments, the meetings, news, and the 
results, bookmark this: https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/groundfish/operational- 
assessments-2017/ 

The FY2017 NEFSC schedule for cruises on NOAA Ships is now available online: 
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/rcb/vessels/ship-calendar.html 

Andrew Lipsky, the NEFSC's Planning 
Officer, began a four-month detail in 
July as Acting Cooperative Research 
Branch Chief. He is pictured here during 
the Block Island Cooperative Groundfish 
Trawl Survey in 2015 while working at 
SeaPlan. He joined the NEFSC in 2016. 

It's field season so the NEFSC science blog is full of new entries. We're also featuring 
science daily on the NEFSC Twitter and Facbook accounts. Read the blog 
(https://nefsc.wordpress.com/) and follow us on Facebook 
(www.facebook.com/NOAAFisheriesNEMA) and Twitter (@NOAAFish_NEFSC) 
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Latest NEFSC Publications 

Sosebee K, Miller A, O'Brien L, McElroy D, 
Sherman S. 2016. Update of thorny skate 
(Amblyraja radiata) commercial and survey data. 
US Dept Commer, Northeast Fish Sci Cent Ref 
Doc. 16-08; 145 

Peter Corkeron, Rosalind M. Rolland, Kathleen E. 
Hunt, Scott D. Kraus; A right whale pootree: 
classification trees of fecal hormones identify 
reproductive states in North Atlantic right whales 
(Eubalaena glacialis). Conserv Physiol 2017; 5 (1): 
cox006. doi: 10.1093/conphys/cox006 

Seifu S, RS McBride, C Puchutulegui, J Dutka 
-Gianelli, AC Alvarez, K Panzner. Genetic 
population structure of sheepshead, Archosargus 
probatocephalus (Sparidae), a coastal marine fish 
off the southeastern United States: multiple 
population clusters based on species-specific 
microsatellite markers. Bulletin of Marine Science.

Turner SM, Hare JA, Manderson JP, Hoey JJ, 
Richardson DE, Sarro CL, Silva R. 2017. 
Cooperative Research to Evaluate an Incidental 
Catch Distribution Forecast. Front. Mar. Sci. 
4:116. doi: 10.3389/fmars.2017.0 

Northeast Fisheries Science Center. 2017. 63rd 
Northeast Regional Stock Assessment Workshop 
(63rd SAW) Assessment Report. US Dept 
Commer, Northeast Fish Sci Cent Ref Doc. 17-10; 
409

Secor DH, Houde ED, Kellogg LL. Estuarine 
retention and production of striped bass larvae: a 
mark-recapture experiment. ICES J Mar Sci 2017 
fsw245. doi: 10.1093/icesjms 

Cutler M, Murphy T, Vasta M. 2017. An Overview 
of the Survey on the socioeconomic Aspects of 
Commercial Fishing Vessel Owners in the 
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic. NOAA Tech Memo 
NMFS NE 240 

Gatzke J, Khan C, Henry A, Crowe L, Duley P, 
Cole T. 2017. North Atlantic Right Whale Sighting 
Survey (NARWSS) and Right Whale Sighting 
Advisory System (RWSAS) 2015 Results 
Summary. US Dept Commer, Northeast Fish Sci 
Cent Ref Doc. 1 

. 

Vessels and Field Updates 
FSV Henry B. Bigelow Spring Bottom Trawl Survey 
The spring bottom trawl survey got underway March 6 and concluded May 14. 
Learn more on the NEFSC’s Field Fresh blog: 
https://nefsc.wordpress.com/category/bottom-trawl-surveys/. 
R/V Gloria Michelle Conducts Spring Massachusetts Groundfish Survey 
The 72-foot vessel completed the 18-day spring survey May 25. 
Gulf of Maine Bottom Longline Survey Completed 
The month-long Spring 2017 Gulf of Maine Bottom Longline Survey was 
completd in May. Northeast Cooperative Research Branch staff sailed on the F/V 
Mary Elizabeth and F/V Tenacious II and sampled approximately 45 stations 
throughout the Gulf of Maine. 
Semi-annual ME-NH Inshore Trawl Survey Conducted May 8-19 

NEFSC staff participated in Maine DMR's semi-annual ME-NH Inshore Trawl 
Survey in Mid-Coast Maine and the Penobscot Bay area to collect stomach 
samples as part of the "Diadromous Fish as Prey" project. 
Spring 2017 EcoMon cruise on the NOAA Ship Gordon Gunter 
The seasonal cruise got underway May 16 and ended June 7. NEFSC Blog posts 
provide reports from sea. A 16-day survey of the Slope Sea looking for Bluefin 
tuna larvae followed beginning June 10. 
R/V Hugh Sharp Sea Scallop and HabCam Survey 
The survey was conducted Fisheries Scientific Computing System (FSCS) 2.0 was 
implemented on the survey and worked well. 

Fishery Monitoring Update 
Android Data Collection Application for Northeast Fishery Observers Expanded 
OASIS (Observer At-Sea Information System) has been used for groundfish sector 
at-sea monitoring data entry since 2014, and now can be used to enter 
preliminary trip level data, haul level data for quota-monitored species (such as 
scallop, herring and longfin squid), and incidental takes. These are all 
"snapshots" of the larger data collection sets on paper logs. 

Monitoring and Observation Effort  April - June 2017 

Northeast Groundfish 

Program Sea days Trips Coverage rate 
(16% target) 

At-Sea 
Monitoring 

246 82 4.4% 

Northeast Fishery 
Observer 
Program (NEFOP) 
monitoring 

197 76 4.4% 

All NEFOP1
 

3420 1303 

1 Since April 1, 2017. Includes industry funded scallop monitoring. 
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